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times of commercial crisis it had come to the assistance
of the manufacturers by continuing to buy cloth, although
there was a stoppage of trade abroad \
The critics of the Merchant Adventurers were not dis- The case
interested, but the fact that their attack was prompted by
self-interest does not rule out of court the case which they
presented against the Company. Their criticisms must be
considered on their own merits no less than the pleas
advanced in defence of the Company, which were equally
one-sided. The arguments used by either party reflected
genuine, if conflicting, currents of opinion : they would not
have been employed if they had been completely out of touch
with national sentiment: and they remain important even
though particular advocates on each side can be proved
guilty of insincerity or inconsistency 2. A formidable attack
was made upon the Company in the famous Report on Free
Trade drawn up by a committee of the House of Commons
in 1604 s, which declared that " this Company, being the
spring of all monopolies and engrossing the grand staple
commodities of cloth into so few men's hands, deserves least
favour " 4. The West Country merchants, and in particular
those of Exeter, were especially distinguished for the per-
tinacity with which they pressed the claims of the inter-
loper 5.
Foremost among the ' weighty reasons for the enlarge- its
ment of trade' was the argument that the Fellowship of
Merchant Adventurers constituted a ' fraternity of en-
grossers *6. Nominally the membership numbered several
thousands 7, apprentices included, but the government of the
Company, said its enemies, was so ordered that the bulk of
the trade was handled by a small coterie which did not
1 State Papers Domestic, 1638-1639, p. 246.
8 Sandys's plea of natural liberty in 1604 has been regarded as ' repre-
hensible hypocrisy ' : Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, i. 453.
* House of Commons Journals, i. 218 seq.	* Ibid. i. 221.
5 The case against the Company is given in A Discourse consisting of
Motives for the Enlargement and Freedom of Trade (1645) ; and in Veneris
(1662)—see supra, p. 229, note 3.
' A Discourse consisting of Motives for the Enlargement and Freedom of
Trade (1645), 18.	7 Supra, p. 226.

